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1 Abstract 
A problem of a characteristic vertical profile of the smoke released from wild-land fires is 
considered. A methodology for bottom-up evaluation of this profile is suggested and a 
corresponding global dataset is calculated. The profile estimation is based on: (i) a semi-
empirical formula for plume-top height recently suggested by the authors, (ii) MODIS 
satellite observations of active wild-land fires, and (iii) meteorological conditions 
evaluated at each fire place using the output fields of a numerical weather prediction 
model. Plumes from fires recorded globally during two arbitrarily picked years 2001 and 
2008 are evaluated and their smoke injection profiles are calculated with a time step of 3 
hours. The resulting 4-dimensional dataset is projected to global grid with resolution 1o × 
1o × 500m, averaged to monthly level, and normalised. Evaluation of the created dataset 
was performed at several levels. Firstly, the quality of the semi-empirical formula for 
plume-top computations was evaluated using the MISR plume height dataset. Secondly, 
the obtained maps of the injection profiles are compared with another global distribution 
available from literature. Finally, the stability of the calculated profiles with regard to 
inter-annual variations of the fire activity is roughly evaluated by comparing the sub-sets 
for 2001 and 2008. 
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2 Introduction 
Wild-land fires is one of the major contributors of trace gases and aerosols to the 
atmosphere. The fire smoke affects the air chemical and physical properties at a wide 
range of spatial and temporal scales, which are directly related to lifetime of the released 
pollutants in the atmosphere. In turn, removal and chemical transformations of these 
species strongly depend on the altitude of their injection in the atmosphere. The bulk of 
the fire smoke is released in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) [Val Martin et al., 
2010; Sofiev et al., 2012, 2009] but strong fires occurring under favourable atmospheric 
conditions can send the plumes high into the free troposphere (FT) [Freitas et al., 2007; 
Labonne et al., 2007] and up to the stratosphere, where the smoke can stay for long time 



and spread over very large areas [Dirksen et al., 2009; Fromm et al., 2000; Luderer et al., 
2006]. Therefore, it is of crucial importance for both climate- and atmospheric 
composition- related applications to reproduce the vertical profiles of the fire plumes. 

Most of atmospheric composition models distribute the fire emissions homogeneously 
starting from the ground up to prescribed plume-top height Hp, which is sometimes 
region-dependent. For global chemistry-transport models, Davison, [2004], Forster et al., 
[2001], Liousse et al., [1996] set it to about 2 km, whereas for regional simulations of 
smoke from intense Canadian fires Westphal and Toon, [1991] used 5–8 km. Lavoué et 
al., [2000] showed that Hp is usually about 2–3 km for fires in the northern latitudes, but 
can reach 7–8 km for powerful crown fires. The biomass burning in Central America is 
usually less intense, therefore Hp ~ 0.9–1.5 km was suggested by Kaufman et al., [2003]. 
Following this estimation, Wang et al., [2006] used 1.2 km (8th model layer) for the 
mesoscale simulations and conducted sensitivity studies showing 15% variation of the 
near-surface concentrations if Hp is varied plus-minus one model layer (a few hundreds 
of meters). An estimation of typical injection height from fires for Northern America was 
performed by Val Martin et al., [2010] using MISR plume height observations. There, the 
inter-annual variability, relation to vegetation type, as well as seasonal dependence were 
demonstrated using statistics of over 3300 plumes.  

More accurate approaches for the fire injection height computations suggested by Freitas 
et al., [2007], Lavoué et al., [2000], and Sofiev et al., [2012] are based on explicit 
accounting for the features of individual fires and actual ambient atmospheric conditions. 
These methods provide better representation of the plume vertical distribution but share 
the same weakness: application of the methodologies requires quite detailed information 
for each fire. This information is not available if the emission estimates are based on 
burnt-area data or aggregated in time and space (e.g. the widely used Global Fire 
Emission Dataset GFED, [van der Werf et al., 2006]). Therefore, there is a need for pre-
calculated “typical” injection profile from wild-land fires, which can be used in practical 
applications if the detailed fire information is not available or too bulky to be used 
[Dentener et al., 2006].  

The goal of the current work is to estimate the characteristic injection vertical profile of 
the wild-land fire plumes over the globe and to determine its seasonal and spatial 
variations. 

In the following section we outline the input methodology, formalises the problem and 
describes the input datasets; section 5 describes the preparatory steps and additional 
evaluation of the methodologies involved. Section 6 presents the outcome of the 
calculations, whereas section 7 compares it with another dataset and analyses some 
features of the obtained profiles. 

 

3 Materials and methods 

3.1 Methodology for evaluation of fires emission plumes 
Calculation of the characteristic injection profile will be based on recently suggested 
semi-empirical formula for the fire-plume top height [Sofiev et al., 2012]. According to 



this methodology, the plume-top Hp depends on the Fire Radiative Power FRP, height of 
the atmospheric boundary layer ABL, Habl, and Brunt-Vaisala frequency in the free 
troposphere NFT: 
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Coefficients α, β, γ, and δ, and normalising constants Pf 0 and N0 are: 
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3.2 Formalisation of the problem for determination of the 
characteristic vertical profile of fire emission  

Problem statement 
Let intensities of fires {fi, i=1..Nf } are observed by a satellite instrument when the 
spacecraft overpasses the burning area at times {τj, j=1..Nτ}. The result of the observation 
is recorded as a radiation power Pf i(τj ) for each fire fi and overpass time τj. A collection 
of the meteorological data is available from a meteorological model as time- and space- 
dependent variables: ABL height HABL(x,y,t), and the FT Brunt-Vaisala frequency 
N2(x,y,z,t). 
The goal is to evaluate the gridded monthly-mean vertical distribution of the fire 
emission:  
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where I,J,K are the x-, y-, and z- wise dimensions of the grid, i,j,k are corresponding 
indices, and m is month number. 

Problem solution.  
Following [Sofiev et al., 2009], a linear relation of the fire intensity and its emission rate 
can be assumed. With the plume-top Hp dependence on the fire and meteorological 
parameters ( 1), it leads to the following distribution density of the emitted species during 
the lifetime of one fire f: 
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where se is the emission factor converting Pf  to the emission rate of particular species, xf 

and yf are the fire coordinates, and E
z
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 is the universal vertical distribution density of 

emission from individual fire, which depends only on the plume top height Hp. For the 
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z

∂
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, following Briggs, [1975], the plume thickness is taken equal to 

height of its centreline HC, sp that Hp =1.5HC. Distribution of the emitted masses is then 
taken homogeneous from 0.5Hp up to Hp.  

Having the emission distribution from a single fire ( 4) computed for all fires, the needed 
monthly gridded distribution in each grid cell (i,j) can be obtained via summation over all 
fires fm that occurred within its borders during each month m: 
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For the finite-thickness vertical layer k, which extends from zk-1/2 till zk+1/2, finally obtain: 
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The problem is therefore reduced to computation of the eq ( 4) for each fire in the dataset. 

The simplest case considered further is computation of vertical distribution for the total 
fire emission (sum over all species). According to Sukhinin et al., [2005], the fire 
radiative power Pf is linearly connected with the burnt fuel and, following Kaufman et al., 
[1998], with the total amount of the released trace gases and aerosols. For such a case, the 
emission factor se is independent from the land-use type and therefore is cancelled out 
during the normalization step ( 5).  

For each individual species this coefficient is land-use and fire-type dependent, which 
makes the consideration of the full integral ( 4) for all stages of the fire development 
inevitable. As a result, the mean distribution will be specific for each species. Emission 
factors can be taken from the Integrated System for wild-land fires (IS4FIRES, Sofiev et 
al., [2009]) for total PM and re-scaled to other species following Andreae and Merlet, 
[2001]. However, inter-relations of these coefficients are very uncertain and dependent 
on the fire type and state, i.e. also time-dependent. With limited fire information available 
and large uncertainties of the methodologies, this extra complexity of the computations is 
not justified. Therefore, below the profiles were computed for total emission only. 

 

3.3 Input data for the plume computations 
The information on the wild-land fires intensity needed for the above methodology is 
obtained from the active-fire observations by MODIS instrument onboard Aqua and 
Terra satellites (http://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov). The MODIS collection 5 of the active fire 
characteristics includes both radiative temperatures of the overheated pixel and its 
surrounding background pixels and emission rate of the radiative energy from the pixel, 
the Fire Radiative Power (FRP, [W]). This dataset is essentially the only existing 

http://modis.gsfc.nasa.gov/


collection that covers the whole globe over more than a decade (the Terra satellite was 
launched in 2000, Aqua in 2002) and provides information on active fires rather than on 
the burnt area. 

FRP products have recently become available also from geostationary satellites, such as 
MSG SEVIRI [Kaiser et al., 2009; Roberts and Wooster, 2008]. Large pixel size of such 
satellites (more than 10 × 10 km2) precludes their direct utilization since such pixel often 
covers many individual fires. However, high temporal resolution (15 min for SEVIRI) 
makes them a valuable source of information about the temporal evolution of the total 
fire intensity. 

The meteorological information over the globe is taken from the operational archives of 
the Integrated Forecasting System (IFS) of European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 
Forecast (ECMWF). The Brunt-Vaisala frequency was computed directly from vertical 
temperature profile. The ABL height was estimated by the dry-parcel method, which 
performance was evaluated and compared with other approaches by Sofiev et al., [2006]. 

The plume-rise formulations ( 1)-( 2) have been evaluated for boreal and mid-latitude 
fires by [Sofiev et al., 2012], which is insufficient for the purposes of this work. 
Therefore, additional evaluation was performed based on the observations of the MISR 
Plume Height Project [Kahn et al., 2008; Mazzoni et al., 2007]. For the current study we 
used all information available to-date, which included injection heights for about 2500 
fires that took place in the US, Canada, Siberia, Africa, and Borneo during 2005–2009.  

 

4 Preparatory steps for the profile calculations 
Before starting the computations, several preparations have to be made: (i) to perform 
additional evaluation of the plume-rise formula for (sub-) tropical regions, (ii) to develop 
a method for determination of the temporal evolution of the fire intensity, and (iii) select 
the method for filling-in the gaps in the obtained dataset.  

4.1 Global evaluation of the plume rise formula 
The global-scale evaluation of the formulations ( 1)-( 2) is based on new MISR data, 
which were not available for the original study [Sofiev et al., 2012]. New MISR datasets 
for Africa and Borneo allow for extension of the original boreal- and temperate-forest 
evaluation towards savannah and tropical forests.  

The evaluation task, contrary to the original parameter identification problem, does not 
pose strict demand to the data amount. Therefore, we considered only so-called “good” 
plume height retrievals of MISR, for which the accuracy of the plume-top retrieval is the 
highest. This selection reduces the size of the dataset from about 2500 fire cases down to 
1650 cases, which is sufficient for the evaluation task. 

The comparison of predictions of formula ( 1)-( 2) with MISR observations (Figure 1) 
confirms the main conclusion of the original evaluation by [Sofiev et al., 2012]: the 
parameterization is able to predict the top height of >70% of the fire plumes within 500m 
from the MISR observations. For Borneo the fraction of good predictions appeared to be 
even higher: above 90%. Therefore, the formulations ( 1)-( 2) can be used over the whole 



globe with quite homogeneous quality of predictions: over two-thirds of the plumes are 
within 500m form the observations. Some details of the formulation performance are 
further discussed in section 7. 

4.2 Estimation of the temporal evolution of fire intensity and 
meteorological parameters 

Estimating the diurnal evolution of the fire intensity Pf (t) using observations of low-orbit 
satellite, such as MODIS, is not feasible. Two or four overpasses during a day, even if not 
obscured by clouds, are insufficient to resolve this variation. However, computation of 
evolution of each fire is not needed for the purposes of this study. Average diurnal 
variation would be sufficient: correlation between the meteorological and fire 
developments will be captured, whereas specifics of individual fires will be averaged out 
during the normalization step.  

Estimation of the diurnal variation of fire intensity is a comparatively straightforward 
task if based on fire products from geostationary satellites [Roberts and Wooster, 2008; 
Roberts et al., 2009]. We used the outcome of spectral analysis of the FRP time series 
obtained from MSG SEVIRI by J.Hakkarainen (personal communication), from where 
the hourly variation coefficients p(h), h=1..24 were calculated from the Fourier-transform 
coefficients (Table 1).  

The coefficients p(h) represent the diurnal variation of total FRP over the SEVIRI pixel 
Pseviri. However, large SEVIRI pixels usually cover many fires, so that the intensity of the 
individual fires Pfpix i and their total number Nf pix (i=1..Nf pix)within the given pixel are 
convoluted into a single variable: 
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Generally speaking, both Nf pix and Pf i vary during a day. For smaller pixels of low-orbit 
(LEO) satellites, the number Nf pix is also small, so that the variation of the number of 
fires is explicitly resolved as variation of the number of overheated pixels [Roberts et al., 
2009]. With MODIS data, however, this signal suppressed by few overpasses during a 
day, cloud obstruction and other uncertainties. For another LEO satellite TRMM the 
situation is better, owing to its nearly-equatorial orbit [Roberts et al., 2009]. However, 
inter-relations of SEVIRI and TRMM variations are hard to establish, which makes 
deconvolution of the eq ( 7) using TRMM data highly uncertain. Therefore, for the 
current analysis it is assumed that the SEVIRI-based diurnal variation (Table 1) is 
applicable for the pixels of MODIS.  

4.3 Spatial interpolation and gap closure 
The bottom-up approach of the profile computations has one significant drawback: there 
are areas where no fires took place during some months of the analysed years. Such holes 
in the map have to be filled-in from the surrounding grid cells with similar land-use, 
providing that those exist. No extrapolation beyond the area with fires seems is justified.  



Since in many regions the number of fires per pixel (Figure 2) for specific month was 
quite limited, noise reduction attempt was made by running 3D low-pass filtration 
followed by renormalization. However, below the results are presented without this 
filtration step in order to preserve the variability of the injection height for different land 
use types. 

 

5 Results 
The results of the computations comprise 12 global monthly 3-D distributions of the fire 
total emission, which are available from http://is4fires.fmi.fi.  

Spatial pattern of the vertical injection profile highlights several regions with particularly 
low and particularly high fires (Figure 3). Most of high plumes were predicted for 
forested regions of Northern and Southern America and Eurasia, which agrees with 
general expectations that the strong fires are more probable in the areas with the highest 
fuel load. Particularly high fires occurred in Australia, probably owing to frequent 
droughts occurring in that region. Equatorial African fires, to the opposite, appeared to 
generate quite low plumes: the bulk of mass was injected in the lowest 1-2km. 
Noteworthy, the evaluation for African savannahs (Figure 1) suggested certain over-
estimation of the plume top height (see the discussion section), therefore the actual 
injection profile may be positioned even lower. 

Zonally-averaged vertical profile (Figure 4) shows similar picture: in equatorial region, 
where the bulk of contribution is from African savannah fires, the top of the injection 
profile is lower than in the forested middle latitudes.  

From the Figure 4 one can also see that the record-high fires actually have little 
connection to the bulk of the emission: over the globe more than 50% of the fire emission 
is confined with in the lowest 1-2km, i.e. within the atmospheric boundary layer. 

 

6 Discussion  
 

6.1 Systematic biases of the plume top formula 
Additional evaluation of the plume-top formulations ( 1)-( 2) highlighted the tendency of 
the parameterization to over-state the height of low plumes with certain under-estimation 
of the high ones. For the African dataset this resulted in a high bias of ~150m, owing to 
significant fraction of low plumes (Hp < 700m) over-stated by the parameterization. For 
Borneo, where the fires were more powerful and plumes generally went above 700m, the 
agreement was very good: bias was less than 30m and >90% of the plumes were 
predicted within 500m from the observations.  

A potential explanation of this tendency is that the grass fires usually occupy wide areas, 
so that the FRP density, [W m-2], is substantially lower than that for the forest fires – 
despite the total FRP can be comparable. The present formulations do not take this into 

http://is4fires.fmi.fi/


account due to high uncertainty of the fire area estimations and their practically unknown 
shape (position of the fire fronts, temperature distribution over the burn area, etc.). As a 
result, predicted plume top for a wide but low-FRP-density fire will be the same as that 
for a concentrated limited-size event – providing that the total FRPs and meteorological 
conditions are the same. In reality, the plume from a concentrated fire seems to be 
injected higher, which causes the above tendency. 

The other uncertainty of the approach is connected with a time period needed for the 
plume to reach its top position. Since MISR and MODIS are both onboard of Terra, their 
observations have the same time stamp. However, the plume position corresponds to FRP 
of the fire as it was some 15-30 minutes ago. This can lead to up to 20-30% of difference 
in the FRP value (if estimated from the parameters of Table 1), i.e. bring a few tens of 
metres difference to the Hp prediction. 

6.2 Representativeness of the obtained profiles for individual 
episodes 

The current profiles have been obtained from the analysis of two distant years – 2001 and 
2008. These two years provided sufficient coverage ensuring that no region is missed 
from the maps (Figure 3). Still, the number of fire events for specific months can be 
fewer than 10 for about 10-20% of grid cells (Figure 2). For these areas the results of the 
current computations should be taken with care.  

A quantitative estimation of representativeness of the obtained results can be obtained 
from comparison of the results for individual years. Their representativeness can be 
roughly estimated by splitting the considered years and comparing the individual 
estimates (Figure 5). Expectedly, one can see that the 90th percentile for August shown in 
Figure 5 varied between the years, with more powerful fires recorded in 2008 in both 
Northern and Southern America, whereas in Eurasia and Africa the plumes were higher 
in 2001. This observation points out at importance of dynamic plume estimations, 
wherever they are available: even at monthly averaging the difference of actual injection 
height and average one can reach several hundreds of metres. 

 

6.3 Seasonal variations of the injection profiles 
Importance of the monthly resolution of the injection profile is demonstrated in Figure 6. 
One can see that the hemispheric-mean values of FRP and ABL height follow quite 
similar seasonal curves with peaks in warm months. As a result, the mean height of 90th 
percentile of injection profile also shows 30-40% of seasonal variation. This result is in 
qualitative agreement with [Val Martin et al., 2010] results for Northern America. 

Correlation of the ABL top and plume injection heights leads to fairly constant fraction of 
the fire smoke emitted inside the ABL throughout the year: slightly less than half of total 
mass (50% height of the 50th percentile in Figure 6 is close but higher than the ABL 
height). This fraction agrees well with statistics of [Val Martin et al., 2010] and can also 
be related to the 85% of the total number of fire plumes confined inside the ABL [Sofiev 
et al., 2009]. Comparing these fractions, one can conclude that about 15% of the most-



powerful fires bring about 50% of the smoke emission into the free troposphere – and this 
fraction does not change significantly throughout the year. 

The seasonal variations of the profiles should be superposed with their diurnal cycle. 
Variation of FRP by more than a factor of two between day and night (Table 1), being 
correlated with diurnal cycle of ABL height, evidently brings about comparable or even 
more significant variation of the vertical emission profile. It is therefore highly advisable 
to take these high-frequency fluctuations into account in practical applications. 

 

6.4 Comparison with Aerocom  
In the introduction section, it was noted that in most of practical applications the injection 
profiles are taken very crudely. We are aware about only one spatially-resolving map of 
mean injection top recommended for AEROCOM (Aerosol Comparisons between 
Observations and Models) community by Dentener et al., [2006] (Figure 6). That work, 
however, did not explain how the map was obtained. Comparison with the results of the 
present study reveals a few similarities but also several differences between the estimates.  

Among the similarities, one can notice the western part of Northern America, where both 
datasets suggest quite high fires routinely reaching 3km and, according to the present 
study, even exceeding this level. Agreement exists also over Oceania and part of 
Australia, where the height of 90% of the mass injection is close to the top height 
recommended for AEROCOM.  

For Southern America the datasets show significantly different patterns: current 
assessment has not registered high plumes over the eastern coast and in the south, instead 
reporting them in the forest regions in the middle of the continent. With no independent 
estimates available for the region, it is hard to make a definite choice. However, in the 
densely populated coastal regions the wild-land fires should be controlled tighter than in 
the barely inhabited tropical forest, so that the probability for strong fires should be 
lowering towards the populated regions. Noteworthy, the number of fires cases clearly 
decreases towards the coast (Figure 2), which is partly due to less dense vegetation in the 
cultivated regions and, probably, due to tighter control of the fires. 

Patterns over Eurasia and Australia demonstrate the shift between the maps. The highest 
plumes in AEROCOM map are attributed to semi-desert areas of Australia and tundra in 
Northern Eurasia. According to MODIS, there were no fires registered there during the 
considered years. These regions are also characterised by low fuel load and, in case of 
Northern Eurasia, frequent occasions of thin boundary layer. Therefore, it seems quite 
unlikely to have particularly high plumes over these regions. 

Rare fires over Scandinavia can hardly release the smoke high above the ground either: 
the forests are closely monitored and maintained there, so that the fires are quickly 
extinguished. Our data for that region showed very few events with typical injection 
under 2km. 

 



7 Summary  
The presented dataset is the result of bottom-up computations of characteristic vertical 
profiles of the wild-land fires smoke. It is obtained by processing the records of active 
fires by MODIS instrument onboard of Aqua and Terra satellites. The analysis covered 
two years – 2001 and 2008, – the whole globe and resulted in monthly 3D maps of 
injected fraction of the fire smoke. 

The computations showed that the highest plumes reaching up to 6-8 km are 
characteristic for forested areas, whereas grassland fires usually emit within the lowest 2-
3km. Over the globe, about 50% of the fire emission is injected within the lowest 1-2km, 
i.e. is confined inside the atmospheric boundary layer. 

The dataset is publicly open at http://is4fires.fmi.fi. 
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Table 1. Mean diurnal variation of FRP obtained from spectral analysis of SEVIRI FRP data. 

Fourier coefs a0 a1 a2 b1 b2 

Values 86.93 -56.08 12.74 -27.68 13.97 

 

 



 

 

Figure captions 

 
Figure 1. Global-scale evaluation for plume top formulations of Sofiev et al., [2012a]. 

 
Figure 2. Number of fires in February and August recorded by MODIS, sum of 2001 and 2008. 

 
Figure 3. Injection top height for 50%h (left) and 90% (right) of mass for February (top) and August 
(bottom). Unit = [m]. 

 
Figure 4. Zonal average of the vertical injection profile, August. 

 
Figure 5. Injection top height for 90% of mass for 2001 (left) and 2008 (right). Unit = [m] 

 
Figure 6. Seasonality of the injection height, Northern Hemisphere (left), Southern Hemisphere (right). 
Unit = [m]. 

 
Figure 7. Map of the plume top recommended by Dentener et al., [2006]. Unit=[m]. Adopted from the 
online paper version. 
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Figure 1. Global-scale evaluation for plume top formulations of Sofiev et al., [2012a]. 

 



 

  
 

 

Figure 2. Number of fires in February and August recorded by MODIS, sum of 2001 and 2008. 
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Figure 3. Injection top height for 50%h (left) and 90% (right) of mass for February (top) and August (bottom). Unit = [m]. 

 



 
 

Figure 4. Zonal average of the vertical injection profile, August. 

 



 

   
 

 

Figure 5. Injection top height for 90% of mass for 2001 (left) and 2008 (right). Unit = [m] 



 

  

  
 

Figure 6. Seasonality of the injection height, Northern Hemisphere (left), Southern Hemisphere (right). Unit = [m]. 



 

 
 

 

 

Figure 7. Map of the plume top recommended by Dentener et al., [2006]. Unit=[m]. Adopted from the online paper version. 
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